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Police expect fake ID increase
by Eric Wicklund
Staff Writer
With the drinking age in Maine soon
to be raised to 21, many students will
find themselves being classified as
minors in terms of procuring alcohol. As
a result, they may choose to obtain an
illegal driver's license or state I.D. card.1
And that, according to the UMO'
department of Police and Safety and
state investigators, is a mistake.
State I.D.s are no longer handed out
"on the spot," said state investigator
Scott Robidaw. Instead, they are being
sent to the Department of Motor
Vehicles in Augusta and checked with
other records for any discrepancies. If
discrepancies are found, the investigation
division takes over and looks into the
case.
This procedure — begun last
September — is part of a state-wide at-
tempt to reduce the availabilty and use
of false or altered 1.13.s, and has resulted
in an average of two to three UMO
students being apprehended and charg-
ed per month, said Robidaw.
"People feel it's a sure-bet thing to
be able to obtain liquor with a false
ID.," said UMO Police Sergeant
Michael Zubik Jr. But, he said, state in-
vestigators "are prosecuting now."
"Whenever we find one (a false
ID.)," said UMO Police Sergeant
Laforest A. Dunton, "we confiscate it.
It's a form of forgery."
Robidaw said "material misstatement
of fact" on a state 1.D. card is a class E
crime — a misdemeanor — and is
punishable by a fine of up to S5(8) or im-
prisonment of up to 90 days or both, ac-
cording to the Motor Vehicle laws.
Altering a Maine state driver's license,
he said, is also a class E crime and is
punishable under the same restrictions,
even though it is "a more serious of-
fense"
Robidaw said that, depending upon
the judge, the ccurt and the person's
record, the fine is usually 1100.
Under the Criminal Code, said Dun-
ton, "misrepresenting (one's) age or
practicing deceit in procurement" of
alcohol can result in a fine of $25 to $100
or imprisonment of five days to II
months or both. Similarly, he said, to
"falsely alter a written document
without authority" is punishable by a
fine of $25 to $100 or imprisonment of
up to, but less than one year or both.
Robidaw said unless the case is
serious, most persons are charged under
the Motor Vehicle laws.
Furthermore, Mark Perry, an attorney
based in Bangor who recently handled
a case involving a UMO student caught
using a false ID., said people who help
others in procuring a false I.D. can be
charged as accomplices under the same
statute.
In the case he was involved in. Perry
said one woman used her roommate's
I.D. to obtain a picture ID., and then
gave it to another person for the same
purpose. That person was caught, and
the initial person was also prosecuted.
"It's the same offense," he said,
"for someone to help someone else ob-
tain a false 1.D."
"There's going to be more of an at-
tempt" to catch people with false I.D.s,
Robidaw said, because of the raise in the
drinking age.
"I see an increase in illegal drink-
ing," said Dunton, and "these people
are going to pay the price."
One method by which to obtain a false
ID., he said, was through High Times
magazine, which offered in an advertise-
ment to print I.D.s for anyone who
would send in the information and the
proper money order.
However, Dunton said, -those types
of I.D.s "are no good in this state."
"If someone produces one of these, we
confiscate it and destroy it, and then we
talk to the person," he said.
GSS votes to initiate
alcohol awareness program
by Rick Lawns
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate passed a
resolution Tiiesday calling for the initia-tion of an alcohol awareness program tobe set up by student government.
The program, which will be separate
from any offered by the UMO ad-
ministration or such departments as
Residential Life, has not yet been for-
mally established. Acording to the
resolution, when the guidelines of the
program are set up, the GSS must again
approve the program.
Rodney Labbe, off-campus senator
and chairman of the student affairs
committee of the GSS which passed the
proposal 4-0, said the program wasn't
going to try and convince people to stop
drinking.
"This program isn't necessarily to dic-
tate morals ... but to recognize there is
a problem concerning alcohol abuse,"
Labbe said.
Steve Ritzi, student government presi-
dent, said the program was designed to
show the dangers of alcohol abuse.
"I do think there's a need in society
for some sort of alcohol education,"
Ritzi said. "I'm not saying don't get
drunk — drinking and getting drunk
and having a hangover is literally part of
the learning experience in realizing it's
unpleasant."
Ritzi said the program was just going
to provide information concerning the
dangers of alcohol abuse.
"Really what we're saying is let's get
the information we have out to students
in a meaningful way," Ritzi said. "If
you want to drink, drink responsibly, but
if you're going to drink irresponsibly,
don't beat up your best friend, don't beat
up the place where you live, and don't
get behind the wheel of a car."
The GSS also passed a resolution con-
cerning the manner in which this year's
student government presidential and vice
presidential elections are to be run.
(see SENATE page 3)
The Maine Peace Action Committee,
in association with four other campus
organizations, is presenting the Peace
Action Film Series, in the hope of
educating the community about peace
issues, an MPAC member said Tuesday.
UMO Philosophy Professor Doug
Allen said the series is an attempt to "use
film to really raise the community's
awareness of peace issues." MPAC
member Janet Gilbert said the series
directly relates to the goals of MPAC.
BLOOM COUNTY
•
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Experiences shared on abortion issue
by Kelly Mullins
staff writer
The abortion issue was presented with
shared experiences and discussion Tues-
day night by Birthline and The Newman
Center.
"We're not here to make anyone feel
bad about abortion just present the
facts." said Birthline volunteer
Patricia Seekings.
Two women shared their personal ex-
periences with untimely pregnancies.
Judy, had an abortion in 1973. She
said, "I did'nt want to have an abortion
but there were pressures on me to take
that direction." She was an unmarried
teacher at the time, her parents never
new and the father wanted her to have
the abortion.
"It was amazingly simple," Judy
said, "but physically painful." She
made a phone call to New York for an
appointment, drove down on Mother's
day, had the abortion, was told to lay
down for a while, given milk and cookies
and it was over. "The emotional hard-
ship came for me when I realized that
I was'nt going to have a child after nine
months," Judy said. On the day that
the baby was to be born she gave a name
to the aborted child. Judy later married
and found out that she could not have
children.
"I've murdered my only child and I
am guilty," she said. Judy, now 45
years old said, -There is a healing in the
heart one doesn't have to carry the guilt,
Jesus is now carrying it for me."
Mara found out she was pregnant the
summer after her sophomore year in col-
lege. She said she was lis ing a partying
lifestyle and trying to find a lasting rela-
tionship. The father wanted her to have
an abortion but a girlfriend helped her
make the decision to keep the baby. She
said making that decision meant her
parents would have to find out how she
was living, she would be exposed to
teachers and it would be difficult to
finish college. Mara said in 1976 there
was little support given to have the child.
She said people all around her were hav-
ing abortions.
A film titled, "Silent Scream" show-
ed an abortion on a twelie-week-old
fetus through ultra-sound technology
which gives an image of the unborn fetus
through sound waves. The fetus was then
shown being dismembered from the
head by a suction tip. The head was then
crushed by foreceps and then suctioned
out. The film gave the amount of abor-
tions in 1983 reaching figures of
1,500,000.
Sue Sibley. Hirthline coordinator said
there is a 24-hour hot line located in
Lewiston. She said women can call and
talk about their untimely pregnancies.
Support is then available through local
volunteers. She said Birthline is there to
provide women with education, infor-
mation, and support. "If the woman
does choose abortion we are still there
to call," Shibley said.
She said Bin Kline also offers free
pregnancy testing at ST. Joesph's
Hospital.
MPAC to present films with a message
by E.J. Vongher as viewing the film itself. if a person is ."'El Salvador: Another Vietnam?,"
Staff Writer to gain the full educational benefit, which follows the increasing US. in-
"WC find that when a Movie ends, they volvement in El Salvador, to be shown
(the audience) have a feeling they want Feb. 14. -
to express. It's part of the educational
process," Allen said. The other
organizations involved in the series are:
the Women's Center, the Newman
Center, the Maine Christian Association
and the Women in Curriculum.
Other films the series will screen are:
•"Salt of the Earth," a film por-
traying the story' of women's involvement
in a strike of Mexican-American miners.
to be shown Feb. 7.
"This series is an effort on behalf of
MPAC to educate the community on
particular issues which we focus
upon," Gilben said.
The series consists of five films, the
first to show Jan. 31 at 7 pm. in 100
Neville Hall. It is titled "Hearts and
Minds" and deals with the "true nature
of the Vietnam War."
Following each film, a discussion will
be held. Each discussion will be lead by
a person who is an expert on the film
subject, Allen said.
He said participation in the discussion
following the film is just as important
by Berke Breathed
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
*"America — From Hitler to the
MX," a film about America's nuclear
build-up.-to be shown Feb. 21.
•"You Haye Struck a Rock!" and
"Allan Boesak: Choosing for Justice,"
two films dealing with South African
issues, to be shown Feb. 28.
Admission to the presentations is free
but a small donation is requested. Cof-
fee, cider and donuts are available at
each presentation.
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Forestry college to build new greenhouse
by Kelly Mullins
staff writer
Construction of a greenhouse for use
by the College of Forest Resources was
authorized by the Board of Trustees at
the December meeting held in
Farmington.
Gregory Brown, dean of the College
of Forest Resources, said the greenhouse
will be used primarily for research con-
ducted by faculty in the college.
Michael Greenwood, Ruth Hutchins
professor of forest tree physiology and
professor of forest resources, said ex-
periments in breeding Maine trees, in-
cluding the black spruce, white pine and
jack pine, will be performed. He said
that cones form earlier in the greenhouse
than outdoors.
harvested, Greenwood said. Avenue is too small, needs extensive
He said there wilLbe graduate student repairs and is in a poor location due to
fellowships conducted in reproduction vandalism and sun exposure, Greenwood
biology. Brown said the greenhouse may said.
be used in the future by undergraduate The greenhouse is expected to cost
students but that was not the original $40,000 with half the funding provided
intent, by the LIMO indirect cost recovers ac
Greenwood said this reasearch will be count and half by the Hutchins Forestry
valuable to the forest industry of Maine. Greenwood said a few experiments Fund.
"We hope to develop through genetic im- have been started in the U.S. Department Greenwood came to the University
prosements fast growing varieties, high of Agriculture greenhouse and will be with the expectation that the greenhouse
in value and easy to plant." transferred to the new greenhouse which would be built. Formerly he held the
At present there is very little planting will be located next to Nutting Hall. position of tree improvement unit leader
done in Maine. Roughly 10,000 acres are Completion date is set for Aug. I. with the Weyerhaeuser Timber Company
planted as opposed to 100,000 acres The greenhouse located off College in Hot Springs, Ark.
Reagan attempt to cut education dept. resisted
restated the same week he norninged
William Bennett to become the new
secretary of education, could diminish
its effectiveness.
"I'm afraid the department's functions
will fall between the cracks," says H.
Roy Hoops, president of South Dakota
State University. "I don't trust Reagan's
motives in this circumstance."
Conservatives have opposed centraliz-
ing education programs into one depart-
ment, arguing it would increase federal
interference in schools.
Until the Department of Education
opened in 1980, education programs
were administered by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare.
Just a week before President Jimmy
Carter signed the bill creating the depart-
(CPS) — The Reagan administration
latest budget-cutting attempt to abolish
the Department of Education is draw-
ing protest from many of the same
educators who strongly opposed the
department's creation nearly six years
ago.
They've changed their minds despite
watching their worst fears about
the department come true since 1980.
Congress, however, hasn't shown
much interest in approving presidential
advisor Edwin Meese's new effort to
dismantle the department.
Congress killed the administration's
last effort to abolish the department in
1981.
But many educators still fear Reagan's
animosity toward the department,
• Senate
According to the resolution, the actual
voting will take place on electronic
voting machines being supplied by the
town of Orono, with the ballots to be
read by Computer and Data Processing
Services. In addition, the validity of each
voter will be checked through the Vali-
Dine identification card system.
Ed Cutting, off-campus senator and
Fair Election Practices Commission
chairman, said the resolution will pro-
vide a "much fairer election and a much
more administratively-run election."
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(continued from page II
Bp4pther business, the GSS passed a
resolution approving a $2,000 bonus to
be given to Helen Girard, executive
secretary of student government.
Girard is resigning her post effective
Feb. 8, after more than eight years of
service.
Ritzi said Girard would be missed
"more than you (student senators) will
realize."
ment in October, 1979, Texas Con- advocacy rote lacking were the depart-
gressman Ron Paul sponsored the first ment not to exist as at present," af-
proposal to abolish the department. firms W. Ray Heardon, president of
Some educators also opposed creating Moorpark (Cal.) Community College.
the department, fretting it would isolate Heardon worries the administration's
education politically and make it a con- plan to give federal education programs
venient target for budget-cutters and op- to other cabinet departments would
ponents of federal education programs. make education "a step-child to each
Many of those fears have been realiz- area with no maior status."
ed since then, yet even some of the "If Reagan wanted to abolish the
department's staunchest opponents have department, he should have done kat
changed their opinions, the beginning of the first term," Toe
"I was opposed to the move to a says. "Now the department is too well
department," Hoops said. "Now I'm entrenched. Bureaucracy doesn't
equally concerned about dismantling the evaporate. It perpetuates itself and ex-
depart ment. " nands."
"The department deserves cabinet- "The involvement of government has
level status although, originally, we were gone so far in our schools, I can see the
worried that (separating education from merit in dismantling the education
HEW) would bring it under attack from department," states Robert T. Craig,
the right-wing, which has happened president of Tennessee's Union
under the Reagan administration," University.
says Scott Widmeyer of the American Craig notes private schools like Union
Federation of Teachers. depend less on federal aid than public
"From the administrative point. of institutions.
view, it may be okay to lose a cabinet- "In my experience, the department has
level office, " said President J. William less effect on private schools," said
Vv'enrich of Michigan's Ferris State Col- David G. Mobberley, dean of Florida
lege, "But it's important that education Southern College.
have the primary focus and prestige of "We need to pay more attention to life
a department." on campus," he stresses. "And I doubt
'The U.S. needs an education depart- more centralized efforts will help. The
ment to assure that major national wisdom of more bureaucracy is not clear
policy' decisions involving education are to me."
discussed at the highest level of govern- The department's impact on private
ment," explains Charles Saunders of schools is minimal, said Vice President
1In addition, Steve Hawes, Dunn -__Lall_-4-Ive-American Council for Education. Irwin Leib of the University of Southern
senator, was apprcsed as public relatigas "Without such a department, education California.
committee chairman, officials tend to get shut out." Leib, among others, hopes secretary
nominee Bennett, like outgoing
Secretary Bell, holds out against the ad-
ministration's abolition attempts.
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World/U.S. News
Anti-smokers call for new restrictions
AUGUSTA lAP A coalition of anzi-
'smoking forces Tuesday urged passage of'
a bill to limit. the right of Mainers to light
up where they work. which one sponsor
called "a Is-pical. State of Maine.
reasonable .approach" to clearing
workplace, of "second-hand Smoke"
"We're dealing w ith a major problem
here, and I think that were taking the
bull by the horns." sold Dr. William
Nersesian, directot .:*!- the State Health
Bureau. sshich would enforce the law.
7.4,mthini Jo hat mikes smoking
iess Nocla.11 ac.ertable should be Sup-
rotted." said Dr Jeremy R.- Morton. a
cardiac surgeon in Portland and pies,
dent of the Maine affiliate of the
.American Heor:
The bill v,hi,:h was promoted at a
State House new. conference by its spon-
sors and the newts formed Maine Coati-
tion on Smoking or Health. would m-
pose a cis il fine of up to 5100 for
employers who fail to establish a polics
banning sinoking except in designated
i
areas.
The measure would affect only
employers and their employees:
businesses would continue to control
whether or not their patrons are permit-
ted to smoke.
Employers with a union contract con-
taining specific pros isions on smoking
would be exempt from the bills pros i•
sions, as would businesses *here the
employer and all employees mutually
agree on a smoking policy. In such cases.
employees could be guaranteed the right
to smoke any time they are at work or
barred from smoking altogether. -
"There is a demonstrated need to
assure that in places of work, a here we
all haw no choice but to he, smoking
policies can be helpful to non-smoker,
without unduly infringing upon the
rights of smokers." said Rep. Merle
Nelson. D.,Ponlarad, a co-sponsor of the
measure_
Nelson. House chairman_of.... the_
Human Resources committee said the
1,11 i• neither "A blanket twOhibition on
'nicking- nor a scheme "to send out an
arms of smoke police to harass
cmplosers.
News of the legislation met with skep,
ticism from at least one lobbyist for
businesses. Dasid Clough of the Na
tional Federation of Independent
Business said implementing the law in
small, one-room offices and similar
workplaces may pose practical
difficulties:
"What ati' they going to do? Declare -
the bathroom a no-smoking area?"
Clough said in an interview after the
news conference, adding that his
organization had set to take a position
on the bill.
smoking areas is one of several alter-
nat ises cited for such situations in a list
of questions and answers about the bill
distributed at the news conference. Other
alternatives include banning smoking in
the room entirely or di, iding the room
Junior Accounting Majors Wanted
; Student Government ;
• •
••$
$:
$$
is seeking applications for: $
•
•
•
• Vice President of Financial
Affairs ••
•
• Treasurer •
 
.•
•
•
•
-•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Interested individuals should be hard-
working and willing to put in alot of time.
Both positions would require a sound
acounting background. ability to work with
others, and some experience with
computers. These are paid positions
running from Feb. 1985 - Feb. 1986. Any
students interested should leave a resume
at the Student Government Office. 3rd1 Rloor
Memorial Union. or Contact Steve Ritzi by
Feb. 8.
•
Legislature's leading anti
-smoking ad.
,ocates; Senate Majority Leader Paul
Violette, D-Van Buren, and Rep. Susan
J. Pine, R-Limestone.
Dexter sponsored bills that resulted in
two anti-smoking laws now- on the
book,. One, enacted in 1981, bans smok-
ing at public meetings and the other,
enacted in 1983. bans smoking in jury
rooms. Both . can be suspended if
everyone present agrees.
Burk of the .Jung assOciatiOn. "I ha,en't seenanyonelturLbythe bill
Other co-sponsor, of the bill, which that I passed," Dexter said at the new.
has bipartisan support. include Rep. Ed- conference, referring to the public.
ward L. Dexter. R-Kingfield, one of the., meetings bill.
into smoking and no-smoking section,.
Among the more than two dozen
members of the coalition .are the Maine
Lung - Association, the Maine Medical
Association, the Maine chapter of the
American College of Physicians. the
State Department of Human Sets ices:
the Maine State Nurses Association and
GASP of Maine. "It's the first time that
wese ever been able to get this Flinch in-
terest in a single issue." said Marshall
Man charged for shooting wife
_I_ I A' ERAIORE FALLS (AP)—A Mrs. Mitchell was shot with a rifle at
42-year-old man was scheduled to be ar- approximately 9 p.m. in her daughter',
raigned Wednesday in District Court in bedroom. Moore said. The 5-year-old
connection with a shooting that left his girl was in the room at the time, which
wife critically injured, authorities said, is why Mitchell was charged with two
Lauriston D. Mitchell, 42. faces one counts of reckless conduct with a
count of attempted murder and two firearm, Moore said.
counts of reckless conduct with a Moore said Mrs. Mitchell was ap.
firearm. state police spokesman Richard parently crouched against the bedroom
Moore said. _ door and was shot once in the right arm.
Mitchell is accused of the Monday
night shooting of Gloria Jean Mitchell, The bullet traveled through her colon
27, in the couple's trailer. She remained and exited out a leg. Moore said.
in the intensive care unit at Mid-Maine Mitchell was being held at the An-
Medical Center on Tuesday with wounds droscoggin County Jail pending arraign-
in hei—arm,- kg, abdomen, and internal ment. a spokesman at the jail said. 'Bail
injuries, hospital spokesman Jim Peters was setat 5100,000 with-two sureties or
said. 550.000 cash.
Maine Campus
Office Hours
Editor -
Monday to Friday - 1 to 5 p.m.
Business Office •
Monday - Wednesday - Friday. 1 to 4 p.m.
Advertising Office.
Monday to Friday -1 to 4 p.m.
-t1
Please be, advised that our deadline for receiving
advertising is,2 pm .two days prior to publication.
Publication of late materials cannot be guaranteed
To avoid loss or confusion, please leave ad
copy/materials with an advertising manager, in the
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Thank .you for your cooperation in helping us
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Mass. distillers upset over favoritism
AUGUSTA (AP) — A Massachusetts
distillery's challenge of a Maine law that
gives a competitive advantage to the
state's only liquor producer is being
reviewed by the attorney general's office.
The. S.S. Fierce Co. of Woburn, Mass.,
says that if the ruling isn't favorable, it
will file suit to halt the preferential pric-
ing treatment given to liquor produced
bs Whiterock Distilleries Inc. of
Lewiston.
"It's hard enough trying to compete
with Seagram's and Schenley's without
Heaving
 to compete locally with our
hands tied behind our backs," said
Kenneth D. McDonald, president of S.S.
Pierce. In his request last October that
Maine halt its preferential pricing,
McDonald cited a Hawaii Supreme
Court ruling that such a practice violates
federal commerce laws.
John E. Larouche of the attorney
general's office said that the matter is
still under review. "At first blush, there
seems to be a potential problem, but the
question is whether what we are doing
in Maine is the same situation." he
said. McDonald said S.S. Pierce will
await the attorney general's ruling before
taking the case to court.
"We want to sell more products in the
state of Maine. We want to be able to
compete. No matter what product they
(Whiterock) produce, they get listed. We
have to beg and fight to get put on the
shelves," he said.
Guy A. Marcotte, director of the
Bureau of Alcoholic Beverages, said the
state is bound by law to give preferen-
tial treatment to Whiterock "whenever
feasible."
At present, that amounts to a price
break of about 2 percent for the
Lewiston-based company, which also
operates under the name Lawrence &
Co.
Raymond Coulombe, who heads
Whiterock, declined comment on the
S.S. Pierce challenge and the way in
which the state discount helps his com-
pany. "It's a private matter, " he said.
Marcotte said Maine's liquor commis-
sion is required by law to mark up the
price of liquor by at least 75 percent—
with the exception of liquor produced in
Maine.
Because they have a lower mark-up,
Whiterock products are sold to con-
sumers at a lower price. Marcotte said
the 10 to 15 cent a bottle price break was
put into effect to help the state's only
distiller compete with out-of-state
producers.
Last year, the Legislature tried to in-
crease the discount by passing a bill that
would have reduced the mark-up on in-
state booze. But Gov. Joseph E. Bren-
nan vetoed the bill, saying it amounted
to "expensive special treatment" for a
single Maine company without evidence
that the break would generate new in-
vestment or jobs.
Democrats say nation wasn't ready for Ferraro
WASHINGTON (AP) — Democratic
Party chairman Charles T. Manatt said
Tuesday that the outcome of Geraldine
Ferraro's campaign for vice president in
1984 demonstrated that a lot of
Americans "are resistant to the idea of
having a woman...as the nominee" for
national office.
In an interview with wire ser,ice
reporters. Manatt said, "It seemed in the
polling that I've studied, more are
against that idea for the sake of the idea
by itself than are for it, and that has to
be overcome with the election of more
and more women to mayorships and the
Senate and other offices."
The Democratic presidential ticket of
Walter F. Mondale and Ferraro carried
only Minnesota and the District of Col-
umbia in its effort to unseat President
Reagan and Vice President George Bush.
Manatt said the candidacies of Ferraro
and the Rev. Jesse Jackson made it
"more likely in the future" that women
and blacks would be candidates for na-
tional office.
When asked about the impact of Fer-
raro's candidacy as the first woman
nominated for national office by a ma-
jor party. Manatt said. "I think it has
created some resistance."
He added that it may take "a term or
Oxford refuses Thatcher
an honorary degree
LONDON (API—Oxford University,
ancient training ground for Britain's
elite, refused to grant Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher an honorary degree
on Tuesday because her government has
cut funds for education and research.
The Note of 738 to 319 by the Con-
gregation, Oxford's parliament of pro-
fessors, tutors, fellows and ad-
ministrators, makes Thatcher the first
Oxford-educated prime minister in
postwar years to be refused an honorary
degree.
Thatcher's office replied that she was
honored the university where she once
studied chemistry had considered her for
the degree in civil law, but, "If they don't
wish to confer the honor, she is the last
person to want to receive it."
The Congregation's vote on honorary
degrees is usually a formality attended
by only a handful of dons— members
of the teaching staff. But Thatcher's case
attracted almost half the eligible voters
and the. vote registered anger in the
academic world that Thatcher's budget
cutting had disrupted government-
financed research.
Dr. Nicholas Shrimpton, a pro-
Thatcher don, said withholding die
degree was "a futile, painless and self-
congratulatory gesture."
The debate disrupted the cloistered
cairn at the 740-year-old university,
underscoring the divisions in a nation
that is moving away from its time-
honored tradition of consensus under
Thatcher's combative style and fiscal
conservatism. -
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two" before another woman would be on . ty if he thinks that any man on the ticket
a national party ticket. in 1984 would have changed the outcome
Francis O'Brien, Ferraro's campaign of that election."
press secretary, said, "I think his idea "He is wrong," she said. "He ought
that it's going to be way down the line to be aware that Gerry Ftharo brought
is wrong, dead wrong...1 think we'll see in an unprecedented number of new,
it as soon as 1988." first-time contributors...The support that
O'Brien said Reagan's landslide re- Ferraro did get and bring to the ticket
election distorted the election results, was intense."
making it impossible to focus on the im-
pact of the Ferraro candidacy.
Ferraro was said to be ill and
unavailable for comment.
Judy Goldsmith, president of the Na-
tional Organization for Women, said,
"Mr. Manatt is out of touch with reali-
Malian said the election of more
women to other offices "needs to go
foward first before we would really have
the laboratory equipped well enough to
know if one necessarily would run well
for president."
OPEN RUSH
for all male students
Thursday, January 31
at 4:30 p.m.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Door
Prizes
Cement Shoes
Fit To Size
ITALIAN MAFIA NIGHT
a tribute to the Godfather
gambling and spaghetti dinner
try your luck against
the ATO family...
if bad luck comes your way,
there's always a plate of speghetti!
NO CASH NEEDED
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TeaC-her's union wants tough entrance exam
WASHINGTON (AP) — Albert
Shanker, president of the American
Federation of Teachers. called Tuesday
for creation of a tough new national ex-
amination that all new teachers would
have to pass, just as doctors and lawyers
must pass licensing tests.
Shanker, in an address at the National
Press Club said his 600,000-member
union would eventually ban new teachers
from membership unless they passed
such an exam. He challenged the rival
National Education Association to-join
him in supporting it.
...._Shanker said most current teacher
licensing exams "Would be considered a
joke by any other profession" because
they usually are minimim competency
tests that seek to bar only the worst can-
didates from entering the profession. Fors,/
example, in Florida. he said. prospective
math teachers are tested at the sixth.
grade math Joel.
"This would be the equivalent of
licensing doctors on the basis of an ex-
am in elementary biology," or testing
accountants on their knowledge of
elementary matb, he said.
Shanker said he would ask education
leaders. college presidents and leaders of
Other professions to join him within six
months to create a national board.
possibly called the .American Board of
Professional Educators, to decide what
teachers need to know and how it can
be measured.
Shanker has been a strong supporter
Of requiring entry-level teachers to pass
exams on their general competence and
knowledge of the subject they plan to
teach.
Mary Hatwood Futrell, president or
the 1.7 million-member National Educa-
tion Association; said in a statement:
"NEA believes that it is the basic right
of the states to determine a ho's qualified
to teach. Successful classroom perfor-
mance should be determined by a,
number of criteria. The score of a test
might be one aspect of a comprehensive
state teacher evaluation program."
The NEA in recent years has soften-
ed its once strident opposition to all
standardized tests, but it still maintains
that tests alone should not determine
whether or not a person is hired to teach.
NEA spokesman Howard Carroll said
the union favors stricter standards for
both admission to and graduation from
teacher training programs as well as bet-
ter internships.
Shanker cautioned that the nation is
about to face a shortage of qualified
teachers due to low pay, poor morale and
other conditions that have discouraged
people from entering the field. He
predicted that many states, to meet the
shortage, will simply hire less qualified
people.
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He said the federal government should
not have anything to do with running the
test or the new teacher board, just as-it
stays out of the business of licensing
doctors, lawyers and other professionals.
Shanker said the exam should test pro-
spective teachers' knowledge on the sub-
jects they will teach, how they teach
those subjects and how to make
judgments that will affect instruction.
Also. new teachers would be required
to serve an internship of one to three
years and pass muster by standards set
by the national board, he said.
IRS to offer phone service
for checking on returns
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Internal
Revenue Service, anticipating that as
many as 79 million couples and in-
dividuals will receive tax refunds this
year, is offering a quick, automated way
to determine whether your check is in
the mail.
If 10 weeks have passed since the
return was filed and you still don't have
a refund, you'll be able to punch your
Social Security number into a telephone
and determine whether a check has been
processed and when it will be mailed.
The service will be launched on March
IS.
The service will be available to tax-
payers in every state, although those who
haveto call an out-of-town number will
have to pay a long-distance charge.
Telephone numbers are listed by states
in the back of this year's tax-return
instructions.
The new "automated refund informa-
tion- was announced Monday by IRS
Commissioner Roscoe Egger Jr. as he
pleadeieviith taxpayers to file quickly
and accurately.
He said the IRS expects 6 million
returns to contain mathematical errors
while others won't be signed. Any such
mistake prevents processing the return,
and can result in penalties.
The number of individual returns is
expected to exceed 100 million this year
for the first time in history. The total
could hit 101.4 million, up 4.6 percent
from the estimate of returns filed in
1984. That closely parallels the increase
in the number of Americans with jobs
last year.
About 17.5 million of the total are ex-
pected to be the one-page, 10
-question
1040EZ form for single taxpayers with
no exemptions except themselves and in-
come of 550,000 or less. Another 20.7
million individuals and couples will file
the Form 1040A; the remainder will use
the long Form 1040, including about 35
million who itemize deductions.
Egger said the IRS expects to audit a
few more than the 1.1 million individual
returns that were examined last year.
That total does not include millions of
other returns that are subjected to
mathematical verification techniques
and to procedures in which tax returns
are matched against income statements.
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
Open Rush All This Week
Tuesday Night: Guest speaker Wes—Jordan
 -will talk about his expeiences at Lake
Placid -Winter Olympics 1980 - 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night: Trivial Pursuit tournament
with prizes - 4:30 p.m.
Thursday Night: Movie and Popcorn Night -
5:30 p.m.
Come meet our brotherhood
and see what we have to offer!! I
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Death penalty demand for Polish priest murder
TORUN, Poland (AP) — A govern-
ment prosecutor demanded the death
penalty Tuesday for a secret police cap-
tain he said was guilty of carrying out
the premeditated kidnapping and
murder of a pro-solidarity priest with
"ruthlessness and cruelty."
Chief Prosecutor Leszek Pietrasinski.
in closing arguments for the state, said
Capt. Cirzegorz Piotrowski's two subor-
dinates were manipulated into taking
part in the slaying of the Rev. Jerzy
Popieluszko. He said the two lieutenants
should be sentenced to 25 years in prison
and that their lives be spared.
Execution in Poland is by hanging.
The prosecution accused the fourth
officer charged, Col. Adam Pietruszka,
of conceiving and planning the attack
and asked the court's five judges to
sentence him to a 25-year prison term.
Piotrowski appeared stunned as the pro-
secutor spoke. He supported his head in
his hands, then threw his body into his
chair, leaned back and stared ahead.
Tears streamed down the face of his
Drug approved to treat
painful herpes sórésT.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The govern-
ment on Tuesday approved the first drug
designed to treat or suppress recurring
outbreaks of painful herpes sores among
the 5 million Americans who suffer from
genital herpes.
The Food and Drug Administration
approved a capsule form of the drug
acyclovir, which will be marketed under
the trade name Zovirax by Burroughs
Wellcome Co. It is expected to be on
pharmacy shelves by mid-February,
asailable by prescription only.
While it does not cure herpes, the drug
does reduce the severity of recurring out-
break, of herpes sores and speed their
.:' healing time, the FDA and the company
said in separate announcements.
The announcements said the drug also
suppresses outbreak, in mans people, of-
fering the possibility that people who
noss are virtually disabled by severe cases
of the disease may regain control of their
lises.
"The drug provide, no guarantee that
the virus will not be transmitted to the
partner." said Dr. Sandra Lehrman, of
Burroughs A'ellcome, at a news con-
ference in Research triangle Park. N.C.
Acyclosir ointments have been available
for more than two years for treatment
of initial herpes outbreaks, and in-
travenous acyclovir has been available in
hospitals.
But both of those are only for the first
exposure to herpes; neither has been
found effective in cases where the herpes
virus recurs repeatedly, sometimes as
often as 12 times a year, the FDA said.
"The patients can take control of their
disease." said Dr. Ron Keeney, medical
advisor to Burroughs Wellcome on the
drug. "The disease is not in control of
them."
Zovirax is expected to be in phar-
macies in about two weeks. Treatment
for an acute outbreak of herpes sores,
five capsules a day for five days, is ex-
pected to cost about $15 to $18, Keeney
said.
Daily treatment, for those with cons-
tant recurrences who are trying to sup-
press the disease, will probably run about
$50 to 1.60 a month for three capsules per
day, he said.
The drug represents a breakthrough in
the search for relief from one of the most
stubborn and most contagious of veneral
diseases and one which has spread rapid-
ly through the country.
An estimated 300,000 people a year
contract genital herpes, the FDA said,
second only to gonorrhea among sexual-
ly transmitted diseases. It is incurable,
and a, many as 2 million people, more
than 8 percent of the U.S. population.
may have herpes infections.
The problems begin for those with
genital herpes about three weeks after ex-
posure, when symptoms begin to appear.
Often starting with flu-like symptoms,
an outbreak progresses to painful, it-
ching sores in the genital and anal areas.
The symptoms disappear in about three
weeks:—
For a few relatively lucky people, that
is the beginning and end of their ex-
perience with herpes; the virus simply
lies dormant in their bodies from then
on. For those not so lucky, the symp-
toms reappear.
The FDA said warning information
with the drug will caution against tak-
ing acyclovit during pregnancy unless the
potential benefits of the drug outweigh
a possible risk to the fetus.
Although animal tests did not show
birth defects, the FDA said, there have
been no scientifically valid studies of the
drug's effect in pregnant women.
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National Service Sorority
Rush 1985
Wednesday, January 30th
information night
North Bangor Lounge. Memorial Union
7 - 8 p.m
Thursday, January 31st
Cheese Party with the sisterhood
North Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
7 - 9 p.m.
subordinate, Lt. Leszek Pekala, and Lt.
Waldemar Chielesvski buried his head in
his lap. Pietruszka listened impassively.
The prosecution's final arguments
came on the 22nd day of the trial in' this
northern Polish city near where
Popieluszko was abducted and slain Oct.
IS. The decision by a Communist
government to conduct a public trial of
security police in the death of a dissident
was unprecedented.
Pietrasinski said the testimony in the
trial had shown the killing was an
isolated act that damaged the reputation
of the Interior Ministry and did not have
high-level ministry support. The ministry:
controls all Polish police.
But he told the court that the trial had
neither "confirmed nor excluded the ex-
istence of inst:gators. "
"Perhaps we are talking here about
specific persons," Pietrasinski said,
"but one thing is certain: the higher-ups
are not in the Interior Ministry." He
said the possible instigators perhaps are
people either inside or outside the Polish
government who oppose the policies of
Polish leader Gen Wojciech Jaruzelski.
Pietrasinski's remarks seemed to in-
dicate that no other officials would be
charged, but left open the possibility of
changes in the government or Com-
munist Party leadership.
Authorities issued 10 passes to
Western correspondents to attend the
trial but denied access to The Associated
Press. Reporters in the courtroom pro-
vided the AP with their notes and the
AP has protested its exclusion from the
trial.
Piotrowski, 33, and Lts. Chmielewski,
29, and Pekala, 32, were charged with
kidnapping and murdering the popular
priest who was an outspoken supporter v
of the Solidarity trade union.
Pietruszka was charged with aiding
and abetting them. The charges carry a
maximum sentence of death and a
minimum sentence of eight years in
prison.
On Wednesday, the court was expected
to hear final arguments from Roman
Catholic lawyers acting as auxiliary pro-
secutors, followed by summations from
the defendant's lawyers.
The four officers will be allowed to
make a final statement to the court
before the judges begin their
deliberations.
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Editorial
Cabinet disunity
P
resident Ronald Reagan begins his second
term in office under stable, prosperous .
conditions, and the United States is siewed
favorably on the international scene.
But the Reagan administration is handicapped by
the division between Secretary of State George
Shultz and Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger.
They hold diverse opinions on national security
and view world problems from :completely different
perspectives.
.Shulti is in fascir of arms control itegottations.
Weinberger is skeptical of their. Shultz believes the
Sandinista iegime in Nicaragua is favorable for
U.S. security interests, while Weinberger sees the
situation a. a security threat.
Shultz is flexible and can be affable toward
negotiating, Weinberger on the other hand is
adamant and unyielding concerning his positions
and is usually not °pa to compromise.
. The consideration arrived at When looking at -
these facts is the ines liable clash of interests and
policy-making strategies which are likely to occur
when sizing up critical foreign-policy issues.
Although the United States and the Soviet Union
are heading toward the negotiating table to ponder
the possibilities of arms reduction, it does not
seem likely the results will be substantial.
Supposing the United States and the Soviet Union
do reacll an agreement, the chances of U.S.
negotiatbrs settling on an agreement is
questionable.
Consequently. Reagan's possibile success lies in
the hands of his top advisors. and thel will -
probably prove to be an obstacle in gains of U.S.
strength.
Add to this The unrealistic strategies for settling
conflicts in Nicaragua and the Middle East and the
anticipated success rate of a second administration
dwindles.
This is not to say all administrators should think
alike and formulate similar policy strategies. Our
democratic process is reliant on diversity. What it
,doe, mean, _however. is that domestic disagreemert
on world problems may be so great as to neyer
overcome the obstacles hindering our continued
international gross th.
Reagan is currently enjoying his greatest height
of popularity since the assassination attempt in
1981. The U.S. economy and dollar are strong
worldwide and continued economic growth on the
home front Seems to be in the cards.
_ The drawback for the administration will be in
handling of major global decisions with the
dissimilar thinkings of Shultz and Weinberger
leading the way.
Reagan needs a strong, unified cabinet to work
toward U.S. national security goals and to
implement national security decisio • 41 be
hard enough for the United_Statei to settle
international disputairThe home front without 
bringing in colher—Players.
Death wish
Laurie Malloy is a freshman at UMO.
And like most other students she is at-
tending classes this week. But Miss
Malloy almost went through a perma-
nent add/drop on Friday night.
Malloy was driving through Scar-
borough on Friday as she headed for
home in Biddeford. As she traveled
down the road another car crossed the
dividing line, striking her car and sen-
ding it into a snowbank. The other driver
did about three 360s before ending up
next to Malloy's car.
The only injury sustained was a
whiplash by Malloy. Everyone else in-
volved was uninjured, induct' t e
demolition team. That turned out
to be smashed . ugh. The driver
registered:- tTille Breathalyzer. He
svaselris'ing because his friend was worse
On Saturday Laurie Malloy celebrated
her 19th birthday. Alive. ._
Drunk driving has become an almost
maniacal obsession among certain
groups recently. It is a subject that a
politician, parent or lobbyist can turn
their back to, and rightfully so.
On campus Frick and Frack play -a
drinking game. Both players have
numbers on their shirts. One reads .13,
the other .14. That was the alcohol con-
tent of Frick and Frack when they were
each picked up for OUI.
It was only a mile from Orono to cam-
pus, but both were stopped. Frick has his
license back. Frack's is in the mail.
Frick and Frack both got behind the
wheel and turned the car on. It is their
own fault they were stopped — to a
degree. But blame also lies with the
passengers, friends he saw before leav-
ing the bar and the drinking
establishments themselves.
Anyone of the above could have stop-
perktbe twins from driving and taken the
keys. Someone could have called the blue
knights and gotten rides home for
everyone, or tried a local taxi service.
And one other source could have kept
Frick and Frack off their carnival rides.
That source is the university they attend.
We read how the university won't ac-
cept beet advertising. How they form
committees to give a report card on the
Den. How they spend SI70 a week on a
Residental Life newspage. These are all
nice, but they all deal with paper — the
bureaucrat's best friend.
It's time the money and hours of
UMO's people are spent dealing with the
people themselves. You can't keep so-
meone who wants to drink from drink-
ing, only slow him or her down. What
can be done is to keep that person from
watching high tide hit the .22 barrier or
worse driving at the .22 level.
A number of things can be done to
combat this. Local drinking
establishments can be encouraged to in-
stall Breathalyzers. Cut-rate deals can be
worked out between bars and taxi com-
panies. Bus service similar to that on
Pub Night could be held every weekend.
And at UMass one fraternity spent a
night driving drunks home as a social
service project.
Drinking and driving are both fun.
Together they have the potential to form
a death wish. It's time for the university
to explore this problem with real thought
instead of the makeup it now alSeS before'.
Frick and'Frack and Laurie Malloy end
up dead.
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when writing
the .Maine Campus ncLornes Idler, 10 the ed., and
commentaries_ Letters should be 100 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words Anon.
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome. but namm will be withheld from
publication only under special cocum•
stances. The Maine Cempint reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length. taste and libel
UMO ma
c)jange of
To the editor:
After watching last Sunday's
aggressive effort by the Black
Bears hockey team against high-
speed Boston University, I
found a bit of irony between the
high-spirited university fans and
"Bananas." the school
mascot. The students and
others together, as in almost
every game, built up a very
harsh and intimidating
atomsphere which seemed to
smash down on the ice.
I don't want to seem to be
lacking school spirit but I do
feel Bananas could use some
major modifications in order to
keep up with the school's cheer-
ing habits.
needs
demeanor
I suggest a costume made of
black razor-back fur, blazing
eyes, and large teeth with
wrinkled-back lips. Generally, a
meaner, more aggressive ap-
pearance than Bananas, in
order to correlate with UMO's
fans and their game-time
behavior.
Naming UMO's new mascot
"Hunter" and giving him a
basic terrifying and mean per-
sonality, and, as I said, ap-
pearance, he would become
UMO's athletic idol — Bananas
you have good intentions but
you happen to appear a little
wimpy in front of us and our
opponents.
John Saunders
140 Oxford Hall
Is there a campus issue you'd
like to see in an editorial? Call or
write Ed Carroll, Suite 7A Lord
Hall, 581-1268
ON, VroP COMPLaiNiNG! MoRe WiLDeRNe55
Ha5seeN -cRea-reP 5iNce Tile m-reRioR
WV Reif PePaRTMeNT5 meReep
143N eveR SeFoRe.
PPP SoPpe
Commentary
W hat is the life blood of our present-dayindustrial society? Oil has become acause of major concern for the people
in the state of Louisiana. Considered to have once
been the fastest growing land mass in North
America, the wetlands of southern Louisiana have
for the past 30 years been the continent's fastest
shrinking land mass. Tbe loss of this coastal wetland
area can be mostly attributed to erosion by canals
built by the oil and gas companies to accomodate
tankers and barges in the drilling areas. The drain-
ing of the oil and gas reserves from below the ground
is also said to be a factor in the shrinking coastline
due to the fact that it causes the land to sink.
No matter what the cause, loss of these marshes
has great economic significance for many of the
local industries. The 5.4 million acres of this
ecologically fragile wetland supplies close to a third
of the seafood purchased in the United States. The
marshlands are also the home to an immense pelt
industry which supplies about one-half of Nonh
Vanishing resources
America's fur harvest. In all, the marshes generate
well over SI billion in revenues annually.
lithe land continues to subside at the present Illtle,
practically all of the terrain south of New Orleans
will be gone in 50 years. That could prove extreme-
ly dangerous for 1.1 million coastal residents who
rely on the wetlands as a floodplain to contain the
rising waters during hurricanes. To build a flood-
wall that would protect the residents from the ris-
ing waters, as well as the marshlands do, would cost
upwards of 510 billion.
In a 1983 study by Louisiana State University, it
was concluded that 89 percent of the marshland loss
is due to the construction of hundreds of canals by
the oil companies. Apparently the permits to dredge
these canals are easy to obtain with almost no
restrictions. This is due to the fact that the oil com-
panies helped to draft the marshland regulations.
In one instance a coastal county near New Orleans
Matthew Dick
tried to gain control of the issuing of its own dredg-
ing permits, but was subsequently sued by an oil-
influenced state government for overstepping its
authority.
Dredging of a different sort — shell dredging, or
the gathering of tons of seashells for use in the oil
and petrochemical industry, is being carried out on
a large-scale basis in the Louisiana wetlands too.
This dredging is feared to destroy shrimp and oyster
habitat and also promotes marshland erosion.
The only way to save the marshland's pelt and
seafood industries and to keep the emr-rising flood-
waters away from populated areas is for the oil com-
panies to use more environmentally sensitive drill-
ing techniques along with giving the local govern-
ments the jurisdiction of writing their own dredg-
ing regulations. This solution, not exactly attractive
to the oil companies, would certainly be worth the
price in the long run for the main reason that once
the marshes are gone, there is no buying them back.
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French artist to perform
at UMO this weekend
by Cynthia Raymond
Staff Writer
Philippe Genty, world renown-
ed French artist, will give two per-
formances with his company in
Hauck Auditorium this week.
The first performance is
scheduled for 8 p.m. Saturday, and
the second performance is schedul-
ed for Sunday. Both performances
are sponsored by Arts Alive, said
Jeff Nichols, program coordinator
for Arts Alive
Famous for his ac-
complishments in the art of pup-
petry, Genty brings marionettes.
marottes and hand puppets to life.
(Arthur Shaftman's Artists Inter-
national Limited. New York)
Genty has covered the globe
with performances in London,
Tokoyo, Paris, Bucharest and
Adelaide showing his art, "The
Theatre of Animation."
This art, blends poetry, humor,
music and psychological insight.
Genty stresses the integral part that
music plays in his performances,
making it "the foundation of the
show."
Genty admits to stressing
universal themes like death, birth,
love, and internal character con-
flicts in his performances. The use
of these themes make his puppetry
suitable for adult audiences as well
as the imaginative minds of
children.
Genty said he visualizes
marionettes as a modern means of
expression (Shaftman).
Compagnie Philippe Genty was
formed in 1967 following a world
wide tour during which time he
originated a film about marionet-
tes of the world.
Upon the tour's completion,
Genty was awarded the "Prize for
Originality" from the Interna-
tional Festival in Bucharest.
His company debuted in
Dobino's Music Hall featuring
such performances as the "Ballet
of Ostriches," " Reflections, "
,and "Pierrot."
Tickets for the performances are
$9 for the general public and $5 for
students for Saturday's perfor-
mance and $6 and $3 respectively
for Sunday.
Crunch
„Munch
“AZID POKORM
! WITH PEANUTS
Cl'
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University of Maine at Orono Bookstore
•
Magazine
Profile:
Student raises tuition in
Bangor Bar
by Patti B. Fink
Staff Writer
The following is part of a weekly
series of profiles of average students.
Although the stories are true, the names
are ficticious.
Daniel L. is a senior broadcasting ma-
jor who like any other American col-
lege student, underbudgets and scratches
out numbers and dollars signs 10 days
before his student payroll check arrives.
But Daniel underbudgeted slightly too
much last September, and, as UMO's
Business Office informed him, he was
$400 short of his fall bill. In order to
avoid deferred payment plans and time
consuming loan fishing, Daniel went to
a Bangor discotheque and earned $400
along with nine new female friends he
would avoid next time he saw.
Daniel became a temporary male pro-
stitute ... a line of work he said he would
never enter again, but he didn't regret
having done it.
"The most disgusting thing is the
fags. I didn't like them asking me to do
foul things. I would only do it with
women," Daniel said.
And it wasn't always only one
woman.
"Sometimes, a group of women want
a strip show. I did it twice." The cost
was anywhere from $50 to $150.
Daniel, who said he felt more comfor-
table with the protection of a straight
razor went into "the field" with no
more experience than observing pro-
stitutes at a local bar with a reputation
as a place to find sex for a price.
He said he would dress stylish,
"nothing sleazy like spandex pants,"
and would hint his profession once he
met a woman.
"When I first got into it, one of the
pro's downtown said you got paid for
how you look. It's a combination of
what you do and how you look that
brings in the bucks."
Sometimes they recognize what you
are, but you never mention acts or
money. You just somehow let them
know.
Daniel said finding business wasn't
too difficult for him. He only had to
look around for about 30 minutes
before he was approached.
"There aren't too many male hookers
in this city. The ones who are are
chicken hawks (teenage boys). They
mostly get picked up by gays. It's mostly
oral sex."
He said it was nothing more than ajob to him. He said it required definite
acting ability. ')You have to make themfeel like you're their lover. Sometimes
all they want is companionship."
Daniel wasn't ashamed, but he saidhe hopes he can avoid the financial needto sell himself again.
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Review:
'Beverly Hills Cop' is worth seeing
by Paul Anderson, Jr.
Staff Writer
I had this really fine review of a mo-
tion picture. Honest to God. Then I read
it. It sounded like a dime store !side and
Seabert, which is not what I had intend-
ed. I wanted a clear, crisp, well-defined
review of the reasons to go see the movie
"Beverly Hills Cop" starring Eddie Mur-
phy. Well, I guess I'll give it one more
shot.
"Beverly Hills Cop" is not about a cop
from Beverly Hills, but about a Detroit
cop "vacationing" in Beverly Hills while
he tries to find out who killed his friend,
a slimy undesirable type.
Murphy goes through a series of
wayout antics in which he devilishly
fools the "dumb" cops of Beverly Hills
(as though they never dealt with any
crime before.)
It's unbelievable, but the truth is, it's
funny. Murphy's humor may not be
complex; it's just funny. Plain and
simple.
Eddie Murphy leads a well rounded
cast through this crime-comedy. Since
it's an Eddie Murphy picture, it must
Otat'ibt
have an "R" rating due to the "mature
language. " Be forwarned, this picture
has somewhat graphic violence, and the
language is fairly stronger than that of
a locker room; don't bring the kids, the
dog or the mother-in-law. Aside from
that, this is a darned good flick.
I've been informed "darned good
flick" isn't descriptive enough. But that's
exactly what it is. My critics think I
should be more creative, they think I
should expel' on the social aspects of the
movie, comment on the Eddie-
phenomena, get metaphysical. I say to
you, tough! This is mindless entertain-
ment, not a social commentary, or at
least not a blatant social commentary.
This is a comedy dealing with crime
and drugs and homosexuals ... all the
stock comedy elements of recent cinema.
This is a good movie, maybe on the
edge of a great movie (it is entertaining,
which is much more than can be said for
most recent Hollywood productions),
though certainly not an Oscar winner.
There was no symbolism. There were
the usual text book themes, so you can
sprinkle these liberally throughout the
commentary. I'm at the end of this col-
umn, I liked the movie, go see it.
in Daytona Beach
Don I miss So,rng Break at
America s hottest beach you II
bake in the sunshine and sizzte
in the moonlight There roll bri
concerts games parties exhibi-
tions. loads of freebies. golf ten-
nis. Jai Alai sailing surfing fish-
ing motor racrng and great night-
life Hop on a tour bus catch a
flight or set out by car Just call a
travel agent for tree reservation
service Then pack a bag and
head for the beach
Send rny free official Spring Break Poster
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Daytona Beach Resort Area P0 Box 2175 Daytona Beach FL 32015 I
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This weekend, the Ch10 Dance Compans will present the cafe flamenco per-
formance of !Ole Flamenco Ole! in the Town Room of the Memorial t nion.
IPICS photo'
Communique
Mednesdas, Jan. 30
Education Brown Bag Sym-
posium. J. Rog: "Human Sub-jects Review: Implications for
Research." 159 Shibles, 12 noon.
Building Self-Esteem Through
Assertiveness. "When to Say 'No'
I Feel Guilty." Bangor Lounge,
Union, 3:15 p.m.
Cultural Affairs Film Series.
"Daisies." (Czech., 1966). Lec-
ture: "Women Who Make
Films." Student Union, BCC,
7:10 p.m.
Thursda>, Jan. 31
Academic Successs Series. Max-
, inc Harrow: "How To Be Suc-
cessful at UMO." South Bangor
Lounge, Union, 12 noon.
Peace Action Film Series.
"Hearts and Minds." Discussion
leaders: Bob Whelan, professor of
English, Viet Nam veteran, Doug
Allen, professor of philosphy.
Refreshments, 100 and 101 Neville
Hall, 7 p.m.
IJMO Mini Dance Company.
Student Union, BCC, 8 p.m.
Fridas. Feb. 1
Planetarium Show. Professor
Noah's Spaceshir Wingate Hall,
7 p.m., admission.
Concert. Baycka Voronietzky,
pianist. Hauck Auditorium, 8
p.m., admission.
UMO Mini Dance Company.
Ole Flamenco Ole! Lows Rooms,
Union, 9 and 10 p.m.
Earn your Credits
abroad.
• England
•Israel
•Ireland
•Germany
• Spain
• Haly
•Denmark
• Egypt
• Switzerland
• Mexica
• Canada
• France
Join the lhousowts of students who
have earned college credits studying
obrood in CCIS programs
Affordable . quality programs with
financial aid available
FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12 15CREDITS
SUMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE
DUBLIN
Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243
COLLFGECQNSDRTILIM FOR 1NTFRNATIONAI STIIINFS
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Looking into the 23rd century,
I see some things in my Star Wars
Laser scope that are really out of
sight:
Two hundred years from now, I
predict the average height of the
college basketball player will be
7-foot-2. Like California red-
woods, they will cast giant
shadows and their shoe size will be
unimaginable. The basket will be
14 feet high and the court will be
120 feet long and 80 feet wide The
referees will be robots. And there
will be no such thing as amateur
or professional; everybody will be
lumped into one class by that time
In the 23rd century, I also think
you'll only see four players allow-
ed on each team, rather than five,
because of their added mobility,
jumping and running. The games
will be one hour long; with 30
minute halves, and no time outs.
And there will definitely be, by
that time, a combined height rule
that no team can have more than
35 feet of height on the court at
one time.
The ideal ballboy on the team,
of course, will be someone of Bil-
ly Packer's intelligence.
The perfect basketball player of
the 23rd century will be a com-
bination of many things:
First, hell have the hands of
Oscar Robertson, viho was pro-
bably the vastest off-guard in
(see Al-pese 15)
Black Bears to face Huskies
by David Roy
Staff Writer
For the UMO hockey team. Jan. 30
has finally arrived. Wednesday night, in
a Hockey East contest, the Black Bears
will play the Huskies of Northeastern
University at the Alfond Arena at 7:30.
Maine comes into tonight's game hav-
ing split a pair of road games this past
weekend. On Saturday, the Bears earn-
ed a hard fought victory, coming from
behind to defeat Lowell 5.4. On Sunday,
the Bears lost to league leading Boston
- College 9-3.
Wednesday's game will be third and
final meeting between the two teams as
Northeastern won the first two games
played oh Nov. 16 and 17 by 8-2 and 5-4
(overtime) scores. Of the overtime game,
hockey coach Shawn Walsh said, "We
were robbed of a victory last time. We
had a goal disallowed with three minutes
remaining in the game, which would
have put us ahead by two goals."
The last game will also beremembered
for two altercations which resulted in
game disqualifications for four players
from each team. The Maine players are
ready for the game, and once again,
emotions will be running high. Walsh is
pleased, but he is also a bit cautious.
"This game is much too important to let
emotions take control."
The Huskies enter Wednesday's game
having lost nine of their last 10 and own
a 10-19-0 Hockey East record.
•
A very physical team, Northeastern
leads Hockey East in total penalty
minutes. The main threat is center Rod
Isbister, who is tied for the Hockey East
scoring lead with 20 goals and 27 assists
for 47 points In addition, Northeastern
also has the league's highest scoring
defenseman in Jim Averill (5-28-33).
UMO enters the game with a 5-18
Hockey East record, and a 9-19-1 overall
record. In the race for a home ice advan-
tage during the playoffs, Maine trails
Northeastern by 10 points, but has six
games in hand on the Huskies.
The Northeastern game is the first of
five important consecutive home games
lor Maine. UMO trails both Lowell and
UNH by six points in the standings, and
 ler-10 —101  
9 The Off Campus Board
presemts
lasagna dinner with salad
$1.00
Wed., Jan. 30, 1985
6 - 9 p.m.
Damn Yankee
to benefit free
Peace Action Film Series
fzit—tot—tiDt  t or tor o
Se
Freshman center Dave Wensley (above No. 22) and the UMO hockey him
will play at the Alfond Arena Wednesday eight at 730. (York photo)
has played two fewer games than each
team.
The Bears are pretty much in control
of their own fate. Seven of their next nine
games are at home, against teams that
they. are battling with for playoff home
ice advantage.
Black Bear Notes
Freshman Mike McHugh of
Brunswick was in the running for
Hockey East Player of the Week. In three
games last week, he scored three goals
and added three assists.
Forward Steve Santini will miss
tonight's game because of an injury. He
should be back for this weekend's series
with Ness Hampshire.
Walsh is hoping for a large student
turnout at the game. "Tonight is a very
special game for us." He noted that
Alfond Arena can be a very difficult
place for opponents to play when the
fans get involved.
The IMO women's basketball teem w *yam Mem* et ilealim Abbe
Wednesday at 530 at the Memorial Gyes. The Bean detested Ileum CuUie
on Monday 79-46 improving their record to 13-6.
SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish ITU:00r3 only. but tor everyone beginners. in between"
students. and advanced Put some excitement into your college career.
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED- Cost Rause...* Li. yeah • Spanish Maley mlend classes
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Canisius Griffins vault into 1st place in NAC
Jon Rummler — On the NAC
In the span of one week, with solid
play on their own part and a little help
from ECAC North Atlantic opponents,
the undefeated Canisius College Golden
Griffins have sole possession of the top
spot in the conference.
In the wake of Northeastern Univer-
sity's three gaMe tailspin, and Boston
University's 66-59 loss Monday night at
home to Siena College, the Golden Grif-
fins lead the league with a 9-0 NAC
mark.
BU is now all alone in second with a
4-1 record and Siena is third at 5-2.
In the tight battle for fourth, Niagara
University avenged an earlier season
73-70 loss against NU, by defeating the
Huskies in overtime, 85-80 Monday
night. Both teams are interlocked with
identical 6-3 records.
Georgetown
WASHINGTON (API — Georgetown
Coach John Thompson, faced with two
straight losses for the first time in more
than two years, says his team is still look-
ing ahead rather than back at the tight
defeats they suffered to St. John's and
Syracuse.
"Would you count us out now?" ask-
ed Thompson after his Hoyas 29-game
winning streak was turned into a two-
The University of Vermont Cata-
mounts find themselves precariously
perched in sixth place with a 2-5 mark.
The University of New Hampshire
Wildcats are nipping the Catamounts
heels with a 2-7 mark. The Wildcats se-
cond win came when they beat previous-
ly unbeaten NU at home last Friday
65-63.
The UMO men's basketball team is
currently in a four-game conference skid
losing two to the University of Vermont,
and one each to Siena and BU. The
Black Bears are coming off a 88-78 non-
conference upset win over George
Mason University. A victory they hope
will bolster their confidence and help im-
prove a dismal 1-6 record.
And at the bottom of the pile, Colgate
University is still winless in eight con-
ference outings.
The season was billed as the battle
between Cansius and NU. En the only
meeting between the two teams, the
Golden Griffins defeated the Huskies
67-65 ova basket at the buzzer by guard
Michael Ray Jackson at Buffalo last
Saturday.
Canisius assistant coach Mark Cole-
man said he was pleased with his teams
play but added there's still room for
improvement.
I think our primary foes will be Nor-
theastern and KT,' Coleman said.
"Though Niagra is playing very well
also.
"We still haven't peaked yet. We're still
making mistakes that we were making in
October."
.Canisius boasts the best of both
worlds with the most dominant center
in the league, 7 foot Mike Smrek, and
outside shooting threat, guard Ray Hall.
The two reasons why they're off to one
coach optimistic despi
game losing string in the space of three
days. "We've lost before. We're not ready
to run home and cry.
"We've built this from 3-23 to a na-
tional champion. We don't fight battles
after they're over. We look forward to the
next one.
Now ranked No. 2 after being a
unanimous choice for the top spot most
of the college basketball season, the
EE, ME and Computer Science Majors
Total Project
involvement_
it's in your hands
Our shirtsleeve engineering style at Hamilton Standard it's ideal
for people who won't let go of a problem till it's solved. Who invest
a lot of themselves in their work And who want the freedom to see
an idea through to production
HAMILTON STANDARD IS
COMING ON CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 13
BE SURE TO SIGN UP
FOR AN INTERVIEW
We're innovative pacesetters Our highly advanced technologies
are serving worldwide aerospace automotive and industrial
markets
Are you ready to make your professional mark' See your Place-
ment Office today to arrange an appointment If you are unable to
meet with us, please send details of your education and
experience to: William Kelly, Collisg• Coordinator, Dept. 130,
Hamilton Standard, Windsor Locks, CT 06096.
UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
HAMILTON
STANDARDC.
Extraordinary achievements-.
through hands-on creativity
An Equal Opportunity Employer
defending NCAA champions lost for the
second time this year Monday, 65-63 to
Syracuse at the Carrier Dome. Two days
earlier, St. John's handed them their first
loss of the year 66-65.
The Orangemen did it by matching the
Hoyas basket-for-basket most of the way
and handing Dwayne "Pearl"
Washington the ball with eight seconds
to play. The sophomore buried a 15-
foot jumper over guard Michael
Jackson's outstretched arm, knocking
Georgetown down to 18-2 on the season
and 7-2 in the Big East Conference.
of their best starts ever at 14-4.
Hall has scored 20.4 ppg and is second
in the conference. Smrek has averaged
14.9 ppg and leads the team with 7.2 rpg.
For BU, forwards Paul Hendricks and
Mike Alexander have led the scoring for
the Terriers, who are 8-8 overall, with
15.2 ppg and 12.4 ppg, respectively.
Guard Shawn Teague has been im-
pressive from the freethrow line hitting
55 of 60 for a .919 percentage.
For Niasiara, who is 10-8 overall and
is UMO's next opponent this weekend,
6-foot-8 forward-center Joe Arlauckas
leads the team and is third in the league
with 18.3 ppg and 8.5 rpg.
In the remainder of the league's
statistical catergories, Reggie Lewis from
NU continues to lead all scorers with his
23.2 ppg output. In rebounds, Dirk
Koopman from UNH is first with 10.6
rpg,
te 2 losses
"I'm disappointed that We lost," he
saieBut I'm pleased that we're playing
better in many ways than we were when
we were winning all those games."
The players agreed, that the way they
are playing may mean more than the
final score at this point.
"I think we're playing about as well as
we can in certain areas," said center
Patrick Ewing. "We're much better in the
defensive aspects than in the beginning
of the season."
SEA and
SUGARLOAF
Warren Miller's latest ski movie
with feature spot of Sugarloaf USA
Admission:
$2.00 students
$3.00 nonstudents
Jan. 31st at 7:30 pm ski equipment and
Hauck Auditorium lift ticket giveaways
STUDENT ENTERTAINMENT & ACTIVITIES
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roundball history. Like the Big 0,
he'll be able to Houdini a ball,
make bounce passes, baseball
passes, chest or flick passes that
are all radar-controlled, with the
touch of a neuro-surgeon. It'll be
like watching a clinic.
Second, he'll have the right arm
of a Kareem Abduliabbar, who
perfected the Sky Hook and was
the first 7-footer to be able to put
the ball on the floor and hit the
open man. His left arm would be
Chris Mullen, Mr. Automatic, who
brought us the gold in Los Angeles
last summer. He'll have a pictures-
que follow-through, and a shot
that neutralizes all zones.
The legs and feet of our Perfect
Player would be Patrick Ewing,
ho has unbelievable lateral move-
meat because he played soccer
from age 4 through 13, has the fan-
tastic eye-foot coordination. The
calves would be Dr. I -- Julius Er-
sing --who has the hang-time of
a condor; the explosiveness of a
rocket, and is able to go up the se-
cond and third time with no visi-
ble effort.
The thighs would have to be
Moses Malone, who has Atlas
strength, is unmoveable down the
blocks, and can put it back up with
three opponents hanging on him
like cobwebs. The upper body
would be Wayman Tisdale, body
by Fischer, whose upper body
strength lets him rebound in traf-
fic, makes him unstoppable, a man
against boys.
Our Perfect Player would have-
the eyes of Magic Johnson,
peripheral vision that sees the
whole court, whose head is always
up, who becomes the coach's eyes,
and can thread a needle with the
ball. He would have the brains of
Larry Bird, the epitome of court
awareness, who not only knows
where his teammates are, but his
opponents too, and who
understands time and score, and
sees the game in slow motion.
Finally, our player mould-bave
the heart of John Havlicek, Mr.
.--Personal Best, Mr, Maximum Ef-
- fort, who played from locker room
to locker room, and had the
elephant endurance of a
Tr -Athlete.
Put all of that together and
you've got a Luke Skywalker in
skivies, an intergalactic superstar,
a guy not even Darth Vader could
beat one-on-one From the time he
learns to dribble, The Force will be
with him. College coaches will
travel light years to camp on his
front porch, and when he turns
pro, he'll be paid in planets, with
interest deferred. Computers will
keep track of his scoring and after
he retires, the day he made his first
basket will be declared a national
holiday.
No, Billy, he won't be from the
ACC.
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Boston College Eagles in 1st place
Pete Cafaro — On Hockey East
IA:1th the season three-fourths com-
plete in Hockey East, the battle for the
home ice advantage will heat up in the
coming weeks.
The Boston College Eagles with a 19-7
record (38 points) look like the favorites
to win the Hockey, East regular season
title and with it, the first round bye.
Boston University is in second place
with a 14-10-2 record (30 points) and ap-
pear to have a hold on one of the home-
ice spots. The next two spots are up in
the air with just eight points separating
Providence College, Northeastern, New
Hampshire and Lowell.
Providence College took a step in the
right direction this week by defeating
Denver twice. Those two victories not
only put them in third place with an
11-11-2 record (24 points) but also put
them in the winning direction again,
after having lost seven of their previous
eight games. .
Leading the Friars to those two vic-
tories was goalie Chris Terreri, who was
named Hockey East Player of the Week.
Terreri stopped 43 shots in their 5-4 win,
then turned aside 42 Denver shots for a
4-2 victory. This marks the third time
this season Terreri has been honored as
the Player of the Week.
Terreri is also the second leading
goalie in the Hockey East with a 3.80
goals against average and a .896 save
percentage.
Northeastern, which dropped games
to BC and BU last week fell to the fourth
spot with a 10-19 record (20 points).
Those marked the fifth and sixth straight
losses by the Huskies.
UNH and Lowell are battling NU for
the final home-ice playoff spot. Both
teams have identical 8-17 records for 16
points. New Hampshire lost twice to
Wisconsin this week, 8-6 and 10-5 while
Lowell dropped a game to the Universi-
ty of Maine, 5-4,
The Maine Black Bears bring up the
rear with a 5-18 record (10 points). With
eleven games to go, seven of which are
at home, Maine is still in the home-ice
playoff picture.
In action this Wednesday; Nor-
theastern is at Maine; Lowell travels to
BC; and.UNH is home against BU.
This weekend, UNH goes to Maine
for games on Saturday and Sunday while
Providence travels to Lowell. Sunday
NU, BU and BC will participate in the
Beanpot Tournament.
ARE YOUR COLLEGE FINANCES
IN CRITICAL CONDMON?
Joining the Army Reserve can reduce your college costs.
If you qualify, our Educational Assistance program will pay up
to $1,000 a year of your tuition for four years.
If you have taken out a National Direct or Guaranteed
Student Loan since October 1, 1975, our Loan Forgiveness
program will repay 15% of your debt (up to $10,000) or $500,
whichever is greater, for each year you serve.
If you'd like to find out more about how a Reserve enlistment
can help pay for college, call the number below. Or stop by.
U.S. Are..y Recruiting Station
intown PlazP, 334 Harlow :'treet
Bangor Tel: 942-7151
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by Cindy Stocks
Another semester has begun and
the professors have distributed their
syllabi to you with all the reading
assignments and prelim dates. You've
been told about the mandatory ar-
tendence, the research papers, the
group projects, the presentations, the
pop quizes, and yes, even the com-
prehensive finals. Maybe you have an
extra heavy course load this semester,
a new job, an internship, or joined a
new organization. Whatever your
situation you may be thinking, "I
have so much to do. How will I ever
get it all done?" If this is the case.
there is something you can do--
improve your time management skills.
We all know we can't add an hour or
two into the day, however we can
make the most efficient use of the
time we do have. A few simple steps
can stact you off on the path to a
more time efficient lifestyle.
I. Record all important dates on
your calender or in your datebook.
By writing these down, you'll
remember them and be able to
schedule your other activities around
them. Nobody likes the surprise of
walking into class only to find the
professor handing out the prelim.
2. Make a list of "things to do".
This can be either a daily or weekly
list, depending on which works best
for you. By going through your
syllabi and calender ahead of time,
you won't forget an assignment, and
you'll be able to plan ahead and
schedule our time so that you won't
have to miss any fun activities.
3. Prioritize your list of "things to
do". We have the tendency to put the
easiest tasks on the top of the list.
Since most of us love to cross things
Time Management
off our list, we usually do these trivial
tasks first. If you don't prioritize your
list, you may find that it's 11:30 and
although your bookshelves are
reorganized, your plants are watered.
your freezer is defrosted, your dog is
washed, and your stainless steel silver
is polished, you still haven't opened
your book for tomorrow's 8:00
prelim. By prioritizing your list, you
will complete all those essential tasks
and maybe even some of the
marginally important items instead of
completing a lot of trivial tasks and
none of the significant ones.
4. Lastly, make a schedule. Place
the tasks you have listed into a
specific hour on your schedule. This
will give you a definite starting and
finishing time, and you will no longer
whittle away your time jumping er-
raticalluy from one task to the next.
But, be realistic, remember to fill up
only 50 of your time. If you have
planned to study from 8:00 until 9:00
and then to relax for an hour, you can
easily shuffle the time blocks around
when a friend drops by for a surprise
visit at 8:00. Simply exchange the two
time blocks; relax from 8700 until 9:00
and study from 9:00 to 10:013. By leav-
ing half of the time blocks open, you
can be more flexible and handle those
unexpected situations while remain-
ing on schedule.
Keep in mind most of us work ef-
ficiently for 60-90 minutes, so don't
forget to take a 10 to 15 minute break.
Also, listen to your internal clock. If
you're a morning person, tackle your
toughest problems then. but if you're
a night person, save those crucial
tasks to when you are at your peak.
Make use of your transition time,
Soup Kitchen
Fernald Hall
Every Mon. - Thurs. at 5:30 p.m. -
sponsored by Residential Life
January
30 Garbure - a french country-style
soup.
31 bliso-Taki - Japanese
noodle/vegetable soup
February
4 Cauliflower Au Gratin
5 Tempura
7 Ratatouille
II Felafel with Lemon Tahini Sauce
12 Taco Soup
13 Pasta Salad
14 Chili Con Vegi
18 Fried Eggplant
19 Shrimp Soup
20 Potato & Leek Soup
25 Egg Rolls & Duck Sauce
26 Spaghetti & Garlic Bread
27 Clam Chowder
28 Cream of Spinach
Mardi
4 Cheese & Celery
5 Baked Bean Soup
6 Pesto-Spaghetti & Basil Sauce
7 Lentil Soup
25 Quiche a la B-52
26 Broccoli Sicilian
27 Pasta & Bean Soup
28 Mushrooms Parmesan
Iltis page is written and paid for by Residential Life
such as waiting in lines, waiting for
a bus. If everyday you wait ten
minutes in the lunch line and ten
minutes in the dinner line, in the
academic year alone you will spend
70 hours waiting in cafeteria lines!
This doesn't even include lines in the
Den, the bookstore, the business of-
fice, or any of the many other lines
around campus we all wait in. Use
these 70 hours constructively: read a
book, write a letter, or balance your
checkbook.
Evaluating the task at hand to
determine if it is so significant to you
that it must be done perfectly, helps
to put things in perspective. Some
crucial tasks must be done to perfec-
tion, while others need to be done
well, but without the same commit-
ment. Therefore, don't waste time
completing a task flawlessly if it really
isn't necessary.
Also, take care of yourself. Each
day try to eat three meals and find
20-30 minutes to exercise. Sleep is
another requirement. Not everyone
needs the same amount of sleep, so
listen to your body and meet your
own personal needs. Of course, every
once in a while you're going to miss
a meal or have to pull a late nighter,
but try not to make it a habit. You
need a strong, healthy, and alert body
in order to accomplish all your tasks.
The only way. to achieve this is
through proper diet, exercise and rest.
There are only 24 hours in a day
and no matter how time efficient you
are there is a limit. When you reach
this limit, learn to say no. Don't dig
your own grave by over extending or
over committing yourself. By assess-
ing your work load and capabilities,
you can realistically estimate how
many other activities you can under-
take. You can save yourself a lot of
trouble by just saying that one word,
"No"!
Even if you don't follow any of the
other steps to time management, at
least consider this one. Any time you
are finishing an activity ask yourself.
"What is the best use of my time right
now?" By answering this question
honestly and following up your
answer, you'll find that those impor-
tant tasks will be accomplished, and
the five minutes here and ten minutes
there will be sufficient time to take
care of the little things.
This doesn't mean that you should
never spend the ten minutes waiting
in the cafeteria line talking with your
friends, or that you should never
listen to your stereo for half an hour
before dinner. These steps merely pro-
vide you with some alternatives. If
you have a busy week coming up, use
some of these techniques to plan
ahead and realize you do have con-
trol - things can be done to improve
the situation. Time is a precious com-
modity which we can not create,
stretch or buy. Therefore, our only
option is to utilize the time we do
have in such a way that we can reap
the maximum benefits.
These are just some of the steps
you can take to improve your time
management skills. If you would like
more information, . consider re-
questing, or asking your R.A. to re-
quest a workshop from the SHOP II
program_ Anyone can do this by con-
tacting the SHOP II office at least ten
days in advance at 581-4769 or by
stopping by the office in the basement
of Hancock Hall.
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Craft Center
Classes start Feb. 4th and run for eight weeks unless otherwise noted.Materials are seperate, but usually run under ten dollars for the class.Season passes are available for people not wishing to take a class.OUR HOURS ARE: 1 - 9 p.m., Tues., Wed., Thurs., and 1 -6 p.m. Fri.,Sat., and Sun.
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